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MirMe (Mirror Me; pronounced me.me) is the latest and most innovative
psychometric tool on the market. Unlike existing psychometric tests,
MirMe has been designed as a game. By focusing on the way individuals
tackle problem-based situations, MirMe revolutionises the way
personalities are assessed.
 
MirMe is ideal for corporations in the processes of hiring and appraisals;
it helps in the discerning of the traits of their staff. MirMe can also be
used for individuals wanting to distinguish themselves as inventive in
the showcasing of their traits.
 
Validated in collaboration with researchers from the Max Planck Institute (Berlin),
MirMe reveals even more than ordinary psychometric tools; after MBTI and DISC,
you have MirMe.
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W H A T  I S  M I R M E ?

B E S T  U S E D  F O R
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Fun and exciting game-based
assessment
 
 
Different game every time

Unique and visionary type of
assessment
 
 
Cannot be memorized
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B E N E F I T S :

For the participant: it is an engaging activity, addictive even.
 
For the employee: the tool is seen as a modern and refreshed way of
showcasing their skills. 
 
For the employer: the results are a more accurate reflection of the
participant. The participant cannot "game" the psychometric tool. 

F E A T U R E S : A D V A N T A G E S :

M I R M E
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F A Q S

1. Is a gamer going to perform better than a non-gamer? 
No. The tool is designed to analyze and report on the ability of people to
think and react during the game.
 
 2. How is the five minute game able to give me so much details?
Each time you place a piece on the board you are choosing between a
vast number of alternatives and these different choices signal different
priorities and processes that you have chosen.
 
3. How many times do you recommend that a participant play the game?
 Three times would give a accurate and reliable report.
 
4. What age group have you tried out MirMe on? 
As of September 2013, we have trialed this with more than 5,000 users
and aged 9-84 years old. They are from all round the world. 
 
5. Do the profile of the other three players playing against me change? 
The profile of the three other players are Als (Artificial Intelligences).
MirMe is designed to mimic the human cognition. As the game continues,
the sequences work in tandem with the way the individual performs; the
game gets progressively more difficult as the player continues. 
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 6. What is MirMe's validation?
 We have validated various parts of the products over the last three years
with more than 10,000 participants from Singapore, Italy, Germany,
Australia and India. Our research partners (please refer to our website for
the latest list of partners) work with us to continually refine and improve
the quality of our offerings.
 
7. Do you need the candidate to play three times?
 Playing once will give you a snapshot of the traits of the participant.
More times will make the results more accurate and consistent. Three
times, in our experience, will give a thorough analysis and report. 
 
8. Do you have training activities to target traits for improvement? 
Yes. LogicMills provides two-day programmes that target each of the
cognitive and social traits for improvement. Our training programmes
focus on the experiential and fun parts of professional development-
facilitating the internalization and application of these improved skills in
the daily work lives of the participants.
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I N T E R P R E T I N G  M I R M E  S C O R E S
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The skills we need to make good
decisions in a changing world

SITUATIONAL INTELLIGENCE (SQ)

The 3 Key SQ Categories

(1) Jump in and know where you are

(2) Know what you can do

(3) Do it and see if it works

Components
(1) Identify and set goals
(2) Prioritize needs
(3) Evaluate options
(4) Pursue multiple goals
(5) Utilize resources efficiently
(6) Select appropriate solutions among
alternatives

 SQ Category

J  Jump in and know
 where you are

 Research; Willingness to Learn
 
 Planning / Organizing

Reasoning
 
Wiling to Learn; Reasoning; 
Analytical / Research

Analytical / Research
 
 Organizing
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 SQ Category

K  Know what
 you can do

Components
 
(1) Create opportunities
(2) Make accurate predictions/forecasts
(3) Create first-mover advantage/Carve out a
niche
(4) Tackle problems before they arise

 SQ Category

D Do it and see 
if it works

Components
 
 
(1) Modify behavior during competition
(2) Prevent competition
(3) Find new resources

Willingness to Learn; Flexibility/
Adaptability
 
Handling Pressure Well

Flexibility / Adaptability
 
 
 

Taking Initiative
 
Problem Solving / Analytical

Taking Initiative; Planning / Organizing
 
Planning / Organizing; Problem Solving
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H O W  D O  I  C O M P A R E ?
APPROXIMATE SQ BENCHMARKS
 (ADULT PROFESSIONALS)

Scores may be targeted, trained
and improved.
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C U L T U R A L  T H E O R Y
EXPLANATION OF CULTURAL THEORY RESULTS

Cultural Theory, originally developed by the
anthropologist Mary Douglas, has come
to be widely accepted in the social sciences as a
useful tool for studying how people
prefer to arrange their social relations.
 
The power of Cultural Theory (CT) lies in its
ability to describe patterns of social
organization that are found in every sufficiently
large social group. The central insight
of CT is that a person’s social involvement can be
captured by appealing to two different
dimensions of sociality: Grid and Group.
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Grid measures the degree to which an individual
is bound by externally imposed
norms. The greater the Grid, the less an agent’s
actions are open to individual
negotiation.
 
Group measures the degree to which an
individual is absorbed into bounded social
units. The greater the Group, the more an agent’s
choices are bound by group
decisions.

GRID

GROUP
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C U L T U R A L  T H E O R Y

• Structured-Independents (also known
as ‘Fatalists’), 
who score negatively on group but
positively on grid. Typical S-I professions
include auditors, contract workers (e.g., 6
to 18 month projects in the IT industry),
and temporary workers. Every sufficiently
large and long-term viable social group,
from a company to a community, needs
to have all four perspectives represented
within it to function and grow.
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These two dimensions yield four basic approaches to social life:

• Structured-Collaborators (also
known as ‘Hierarchists’), 
who score positive on both grid
and group dimensions. Typical S-C
professions include civil servants,
accountants, and MNC staff.

• Innovative-Collaborators (also
known as ‘Egalitarians’), 
who score positively on group but
negatively on grid. Typical I-C
professions include social
workers, environmental activists,
and trade unionists.

• Innovative-Independents (also
known as ‘Individualists’), 
who score negatively on both grid
and group dimensions. Typical I-I
professions include entrepreneurs,
management consultants, and
researchers.
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Every sufficiently large and long-term viable social group, from a company to
a community, needs to have all four perspectives represented within it to

function and grow.


